
KEY TO MAP SYMBOLS

Siana airstrip

Spring

Kakiya cave

Sunrise

Scout base

Sekenani main gate

Bush breakfast

Salt lick

Isaaten hill

Sundowner spot

Mara Bushtops

Maasai village

Conservancy gate

WALKING ROUTES

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY Short and flat terrain Long and flat terrain Steep, may include some climbing Endurance and rough terrain

Isaaten Challenge

N

Sunrise StrideThe Maasai Walk

Kakiya Cave Visit

The Easy Trail

The Warriors Journey

Isaaten Challenge
This takes you up the famous Isaaten 
hill, includes a visit to the baboon cliffs, 
exploration of the small plain and a 
climb back down to the camp. 

3 HOURS

Sunrise Stride
Enjoy a hot tea or coffee with 
homemade biscuits and pastries while 
watching the sunrise over the Siana hills 
then hike back towards camp or to our 
secret bush breakfast spot. Bring along 
any medication you may need to take 
before breakfast.

2 HOURS

The Maasai Walk
This walk starts at camp and heads 
south east towards the Kakiya cave 
followed by a rich Maasai cultural 
experience, some insight to its history 
and significance to the local community 
and ends with a long walk back to camp.

2.5 HOURS

Kakiya Cave Visit
For those just interested in the cave 
excursion. After a short drive, the walk 
starts with a 10-15 minute hike to the 
cave. Once at the cave you’ll experience 
the richness of the Maasai culture, see a 
demonstration on how to make fire 
without matches or a lighter and gain 
some insight to the caves history and its 
significance to the local community 
followed by a 10-15 minute hike back to 
the safari vehicle.

1 HOUR

The Easy Trail
For those only interested in a short 
walk or on a time budget but want the 
thrilling experience of a walking safari. 

1 HOUR

The Warriors Journey 
An epic journey to the sunrise hill, 
followed by a visit to the Kakiya cave 
and onwards to Isaaten hill and a short 
climb down the hill to camp. This walk 
is an all in one for the expert hikers and 
the very fit.

5-6 HOURS

All of our walking safaris are lead by our naturalist, your Maasai spotter and an armed KWS (Kenya Wildlife Service) ranger. Your Bushtops ranger will follow close by and out of sight
in the safari vehicle (only in vehicle accessible areas). Be sure to wear comfortable walking shoes, a hat and apply sun cream. The team will bring along water and a first aid kit. 
Walks can be cut short if requested depending on vehicle accessibility. Just let one of our team members know and they can radio in the vehicle.

*Walking safaris can only be done after signing the indemnity form prior to the walk. The minimum age requirement to take part in walking safaris is 16.   


